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3:1 Lucifer was not created evil but chose evil; he had the power
of contrary choice (Isaiah 14:12).
3:1 Lucifer did not want to be a servant of the Most High; he
wanted to be the most high (Isaiah 14:13-14).
3:1 Sin did not originate on earth; it originated with Lucifer.
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3:1 Satan was so successful in his rebellion, according to Daniel 8
and Revelation 12, that one-third of the angels joined him in
rebellion.
3:1 Satan’s approach was to get Eve to question God. Questioning
leads to distrust which leads to disobedience.
3:1 If Satan can get you to believe God can't be trusted, he has
accomplished his goal.
3:1 Satan began with the idea that we have the right to modify
what God declares.
3:3 That God had already given them everything was tossed aside
as insignificant.
3:3 Even with 100% use of her mental capacity, Eve was still
susceptible to the deception of Satan.
3:4 The ultimate deception of Satan is telling us that there will not
be judgment for sin.
3:6 The seed was planted in Eve’s mind, then it moved to her
emotion, then to her will, then to her behavior (James 1:15).
3:6 The actual failure was the moment Eve believed something
other than God.

3:7 In their sin, Adam and Eve did not turn to God; instead, they
resorted to their own capacity to address the problem (seed of
religion).
3:6-7 From that moment forward, life on our planet was defined
by defect, decay, betrayal, war, and death (Romans 8:22).
3:21 We can attempt to cover ourselves with our own leaves; but
in the end, we will find that we can only be covered by God’s
grace.

Tohuw (to'-hoo)—to lie waste; a desolation, a worthless thing:- confusion,
empty place, without form, (thing of) waste
Bohuw (bo'-hoo)—to be empty; a vacuity, undistinguishable ruin :- emptiness,
void
Hōshek (kho-shek')—(literal) darkness; figurative misery, destruction, death,
wickedness
Heylel (hay-lale')—[Lucifer] brightness; the morning-star- the bright one

Phthora (fthor-ah') decay, ruin :- corruption, destroy, perish
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